
Logial Bayesian Networks and their Relation toOther Probabilisti Logial ModelsDaan Fierens, Hendrik Blokeel, Maurie Bruynooghe, and Jan RamonDepartment of Computer Siene, Katholieke Universiteit Leuven, Celestijnenlaan200A, 3001 Leuven, Belgiumfdaanf,hendrik,maurie,janrg�s.kuleuven.a.beAbstrat. Logial Bayesian Networks (LBNs) have reently been in-trodued as another language for knowledge based model onstrutionof Bayesian networks, besides existing languages suh as ProbabilistiRelational Models (PRMs) and Bayesian Logi Programs (BLPs). Theoriginal desription of LBNs introdues them as a variant of BLPs anddisusses the di�erenes with BLPs but still leaves room for a deeperdisussion of the relationship between LBNs and BLPs. Also the rela-tionship to PRMs was not treated in muh detail.In this paper, we �rst give a more ompat and lear de�nition of LBNs.Next, we desribe in more detail how PRMs and BLPs relate to LBNs.Like this we not only see what the advantages and disadvantages of LBNsare with respet to PRMs and BLPs, we also gain more insight into therelationships between PRMs and BLPs.Keywords: probabilisti-logial models, Bayesian networks, knowledgerepresentation, Bayesian Logi Programs, Probabilisti Relational Models1 IntrodutionProbabilisti logial models are models ombining aspets of probability theorywith aspets of Logi Programming, �rst-order logi, or relational languages.In reent years a variety of suh models has been introdued in the literature(see the overview by Kersting and De Raedt [26℄). An important lass of suhmodels are those based on the priniple of Knowledge Based Model Constrution(KBMC) [2℄. The idea of KBMC is that a general probabilisti logial knowledgebase an be used to generate a spei� propositional probabilisti model (whengiven a spei� problem). We fous on the ase where the propositional modelis a Bayesian network [32℄. The most developed and best known models of thiskind are Probabilisti Relational Models by Getoor et al. [14℄ and Bayesian LogiPrograms by Kersting and De Raedt [23, 24℄.We reently introdued Logial Bayesian Networks (LBNs) as yet anothermodel for knowledge based model onstrution of Bayesian networks [12℄. Inthe original desription, we introdued LBNs as a variant of BLPs. In designingLBNs, fous was spei�ally on introduing all neessary language omponentsto make knowledge representation with LBNs as simple as possible. First, LBNsleanly separate deterministi, logial knowledge and probabilisti knowledge.



2Seond, LBNs have di�erent language omponents to determine di�erent partsof a Bayesian network (the nodes in the graph, the direted edges and the on-ditional probability distributions).In this paper, we �rst give a new, more ompat and lear but essentiallyequivalent de�nition of LBNs. Next, we ompare LBNs with PRMs, whih wasdone only very briey in [12℄. Then we ompare LBNs to BLPs. We approahthis omparison di�erently than in [12℄ by expliitly using LBNs as a referenepoint and go more into detail. Suh a omparison not only teahes us more aboutLBNs, but also about the mutual relations between PRMs and BLPs.For several probabilisti logial models tehniques for learning from data havebeen developed. At reent ILP onferenes a substantial number of papers (andinvited letures) have been presented on this topi (e.g. [24, 22, 37, 11℄). Ourpaper omplements this work in that we do not disuss learning diretly, butfous on the knowledge representation used by the di�erent learning systems.We proeed as follows. In Setion 2 we review LBNs, give a new, more om-pat de�nition of LBNs and disuss the methodology behind their design. InSetion 3 we ompare LBNs with Probabilisti Relational Models and BayesianLogi Programs. In Setion 4 we onlude. We assume familiarity with the basionepts of Bayesian networks [32℄ and Logi Programming [29℄.2 Logial Bayesian NetworksWe review Logial Bayesian Networks (LBNs) [12℄ by means of an example.Then we formally de�ne the syntax and delarative semantis of LBNs. Finally,we disuss the methodology behind the design of LBNs.2.1 Logial Bayesian Networks by ExampleConsider the following running example (based on the `university'-example byGetoor et al. [14℄).There are students and ourses. We know whih students take whihourses. Eah student has an IQ and a �nal ranking and eah ourse hasa diÆulty level. A student taking a ertain ourse, gets a grade for thatourse. The grade of a student for a ourse depends on the IQ of thestudent and the diÆulty of the ourse. The �nal ranking of a studentdepends on his grades for all the ourses he's taking.LBNs expliitly distinguish deterministi, logial knowledge and probabilistiknowledge. To do so, LBNs use two disjoint sets of prediates: the set of logialprediates and the set of probabilisti prediates (an idea introdued by Ngoand Haddawy [33℄). Logial prediates are used to speify logial bakgroundknowledge desribing the domain of disourse for the world onsidered (this issupposed to be deterministi information). Probabilisti prediates in LBNs (likeprediates in Bayesian Logi Programs [23℄) have an assoiated range and areused to represent random variables. Preisely, a random variable is represented



3as a ground atom built from a probabilisti prediate and has a range equal tothe range of that prediate. Note that it is debatable whether `prediates' is theright name sine these `prediates' behave more like (typed) funtors than likeordinary prediates (similarly logial atoms behave more like terms than likeordinary atoms). The main reason for alling them prediates is beause likethis we stay in line with the terminology of Bayesian Logi Programs (sine weintrodued LBNs as a variant of Bayesian Logi Programs we believe this to beimportant).LBNs have four omponents. The �rst one is a set of lauses alled the randomvariable delarations. The seond one is a set of lauses alled the onditionaldependeny lauses. The third one is a set of logial Conditional Probability Dis-tributions (logial CPDs), quantifying the onditional dependenies determinedby the onditional dependeny lauses. The fourth one is a set of normal logilauses for the logial prediates used to speify deterministi bakground infor-mation.We now illustrate some of these notions on our running example. The logialprediates are student=1, ourse=1 and takes=2, the probabilisti prediates areiq=1, di� =1, ranking=1 and grade=2 (having as assoiated range for examplerespetively flow,highg, flow,middle,highg, fA,B,Cg and fA,B,Cg). The randomvariable delarations are:random(iq(S)) <- student(S).random(ranking(S)) <- student(S).random(diff(C)) <- ourse(C).random(grade(S,C)) <- takes(S,C).Here random=1 is a speial-purpose logial prediate. The �rst lause, for in-stane, should be read as: \iq(S) is a random variable if S is a student". Theonditional dependeny lauses are:ranking(S) | grade(S,C) <- takes(S,C).grade(S,C) | iq(S), diff(C).The �rst lause should be read as: \the ranking of S depends on the grade of Sfor C if S takes C" and the seond \the grade of S for C depends on the iq ofS and the diÆulty of C". We do not mention anything about the logial CPDshere, leaving this issue for the next setion.The semantis of a LBN is that it de�nes a mapping from spei� problems(or worlds) to Bayesian networks. We use a normal logi program [29℄ to desribethe spei� problem. For our running example this ould look as follows (themeaning is obvious):student(john). student(pete).ourse(ai). ourse(db).takes(john,ai). takes(john,db). takes(pete,ai).The struture of the Bayesian network indued by the above LBN given thislogi program is shown in Figure 1.



4 iq(pete)iq(john) di�(ai)di�(db) grade(pete,ai)grade(john,db) grade(john,ai)ranking(john) ranking(pete)Fig. 1. The struture of the Bayesian network indued for our running example.2.2 Syntax of Logial Bayesian NetworksWe now de�ne the syntax of LBNs. In the next setion we de�ne the semantis.Remember that LBNs use two disjoint sets of prediates: the logial predi-ates and the probabilisti prediates having an assoiated range (we use thesesets impliitly in our de�nitions). We all an atom built from a probabilisti pre-diate a probabilisti atom (it has the same range as the prediate). Similarly wetalk about logial atoms and logial literals. Remember that a random variableis represented as a ground probabilisti atom.De�nition 1 (random variable delaration). A random variable delara-tion is a range-restrited lause of the formrandom(pAtom) lit1; : : : ; litn:where n � 0, pAtom is a probabilisti atom and lit1, . . . , litn are logial literals.A lause is range-restrited i� all free variables that our in the head alsoour in a positive literal in the body.De�nition 2 (onditional dependeny lause). A onditional dependenylause is a lause of the formpAtom j pAtom1; : : : ; pAtomn  lit1; : : : ; litm:where n;m � 0, pAtom, pAtom1, . . . , pAtomn are probabilisti atoms and lit1,. . . , litm are logial literals.As will beome lear in the next setion, these lauses need not be range-restrited. If m = 0, we write the lause as pAtom j pAtom1; :::; pAtomn.De�nition 3 (logial CPD). A logial CPD for a probabilisti prediate p is afuntion mapping a set of ground probabilisti atoms to a onditional probabilitydistribution on the range of p.When referring to the logial CPD for a ground probabilisti atom, we meanthe logial CPD for the prediate that atom is built from.



5Logial CPDs in LBNs play the same role as ombining rules in BayesianLogi Programs [23℄. This means that a logial CPD not only quanti�es a de-pendeny indiated by a single onditional dependeny lause but also ombinesthe inuenes of multiple onditional dependeny lauses with the same head.In [12℄ we argued that one way to speify a logial CPD is as a logial deisiontree [5, 43℄. Working this out in detail is beyond the sope of this paper.De�nition 4 (Logial Bayesian Network). A Logial Bayesian Network isa tuple (V ;D;B;L) with V a set of random variable delarations, D a set ofonditional dependeny lauses, B a set of normal logi lauses for the logialprediates and L a set of logial CPDs, one for eah probabilisti prediate.The above de�nitions di�er slightly from the original de�nitions in [12℄.First, we use a slightly di�erent notation for the random variable delarations(using random=1). Seond, we expliitly introdued in our de�nitions the nor-mal lauses B desribing deterministi bakground knowledge (in [12℄ this wasleft impliit). Third, we tried to make the de�nition of logial CPD easier.2.3 Delarative Semantis of Logial Bayesian NetworksThe semantis of a LBN is that it de�nes a mapping from spei� problems orworlds (desribed by a normal logi program Pl de�ning the logial prediates) toBayesian networks. In other words, a LBN indues a ground Bayesian network.We use the well-founded semantis [41℄: every normal logi program Pl has aunique well-founded model WFM(Pl) (for a program without negation, thissemantis is equivalent to the least Herbrand semantis).De�nition 5 (Indued Bayesian Network). The Bayesian Network induedby a LBN (V ;D;B;L) given a normal logi program Pl is the Bayesian networkdetermined by the direted graph ontaining{ a node (random variable) V i� V is a ground probabilisti atom and random(V )is true in WFM(Pl [ B [ V),{ an edge from a node Vparent in the graph to a node Vhild in the graph i�there is a ground instane Vhild j body  ontext: of a lause in D suhthat Vparent 2 body and ontext is true in WFM(Pl [ B),and where the CPD for a node V is obtained by applying the logial CPD for Vin L to the set of ground probabilisti atoms that are parents of V in the graph.Obviously the Bayesian network indued by a LBN given a logi program Plis only well-de�ned (i.e. spei�es a unique probability measure) under ertainonditions1.Proposition 1. The Bayesian network indued by a LBN given Pl is well-de�ned i� the direted graph indued is non-empty and ayli, eah node inthe graph has a �nite number of anestors and the CPD assoiated to eah nodeis onditioned only on the parents of that node.1 These onditions are similar to the onditions for a Bayesian Logi Program to bewell-de�ned, see [23℄.



62.4 DisussionThe language of LBNs was designed from the point of view of knowledge repre-sentation. We expliitly tried to unravel the di�erent types of knowledge that onemight want to represent and tried to reet these di�erent types of knowledgein the di�erent omponents of LBNs. This an be seen on two levels.First, as LBNs de�ne a mapping from spei� worlds to Bayesian networksand a Bayesian network is determined by its nodes, direted edges and CPDs,LBNs have a �rst omponent to determine the nodes, a another one to projet aset of direted edges on these nodes and yet another one to determine the CPDs.Seond and more general, LBNs expliitly distinguish deterministi and pro-babilisti knowledge (under the form of two sets of prediates). In Setion 3.2 wego into detail about the problems that arise when this distintion is not made.LBNs have a number of advantages as ompared to models o�ering a languageas `uniform' as possible (i.e. with as few language omponents as possible, as wasfor instane the original motivation behind Bayesian Logi Programs [27, 21℄).First, LBNs are very easy to understand. Seond, as argued in [12℄ knowledgerepresentation with LBNs is very easy. Third, LBNs an be used to gain insightinto other probabilisti logial models by investigating how the language om-ponents of these models map to the omponents of LBNs. We illustrate this lastpoint in the next setion.3 Comparing Logial Bayesian Networks to OtherProbabilisti Logial ModelsWe now ompare LBNs to Probabilisti Relational Models (Setion 3.1) andBayesian Logi Programs (Setion 3.2). We also briey review other relatedmodels (Setion 3.3).3.1 Probabilisti Relational ModelsIntrodution Probabilisti Relational Models (PRMs) [13, 15, 14, 16℄ are basedon the entity-relationship model and onsist of three omponents. The rela-tional shema desribes the set of lasses and their attributes. The dependenystruture de�nes the set of parents that an attribute onditionally depends on.Assoiated to the dependeny struture is a quantitative omponent: a set ofaggregate funtions and CPDs. The semantis of a PRM is that it indues aBayesian network on the so-alled relational skeleton. The latter spei�es allthe objets for all the lasses and the values of the (primary and foreign) key-attributes for all objets but leaves the values of all other attributes (`desriptive'attributes) unspei�ed. The Bayesian network then spei�es a probability dis-tribution on these unspei�ed values. Algorithms for learning the dependenystruture and the CPDs have been developed [13, 15, 14, 16℄.The graphial representation of the dependeny struture for our runningexample is shown in Figure 2 (it is similar to the example in [14℄).



7Student Takes Coursestudent ourseiqranking grade diÆultyFig. 2. The dependeny struture of the PRM for our running example. Retanglesrepresent lasses, ovals represent desriptive attributes, lines represent relationshipsthrough foreign keys and arrows represent onditional dependenies.Disussion LBNs an be seen as the ounterpart of PRMs in a Logi Program-ming based language. First, the distintion logial vs. probabilisti prediates inLBNs orresponds to the distintion key-attributes vs. desriptive attributes inPRMs (as key-attributes in PRMs are supposed to be deterministi and are usedto speify the objets in the domain of disourse and their relations)2. Seond,there is a one-to-one orrespondene as to funtionality between the omponentsof PRMs and those of LBNs. In LBNs we use the random variable delarationsto determine the nodes in the Bayesian network, where PRMs use the relationalshema. In LBNs we use the onditional dependeny lauses to determine thedireted edges, where PRMs use dependeny struture. In LBNs we use logialCPDs to determine the CPDs in the Bayesian network, where PRMs use a om-bination of aggregate funtions with ordinary CPDs.Due to this orrespondene between the omponents of LBNs and PRMs, it istrivial to translate any PRM to an equivalent LBN. As a onsequene, LBNs anhelp to larify the relationships between PRMs and probabilisti logial modelsbased on onepts of Logi Programming [23, 10, 38, 33, 42, 34, 35℄.The main advantage of LBNs over PRMs is that LBNs are more exibleand more expressive. This is the result from the transition from the entity-relationship language of PRMs to the full Logi Programming language of LBNs.LBNs are more exible than PRMs. First, in LBNs the knowledge that de-termines the random variables and the dependenies (i.e. the knowledge spe-i�ed by the logial prediates) an be anything. In PRMs this knowledge anonly be knowledge about lass-membership and relations (i.e. knowledge on-tained in the relational skeleton). For example, suppose that we want to speifythat only undergraduate students get a �nal ranking. In LBNs we simply writerandom(ranking(S)) <- undergrad(S). In PRMs we an only speify this ifwe adapt the relational shema of our running example by expliitly making anew (sub)lass for undergraduate students [14℄. As the onditions we want tospeify get more omplex, this proess of adapting the relational shema of thePRM beomes more and more umbersome. In LBNs, this an be handled in amuh more uniform way. Seond, in the same way it is easier to speify deter-2 Extensions of PRMs exist where key-attributes do not have to be deterministi:PRMs with `strutural unertainty' [15, 14, 16℄.



8ministi bakground knowledge in LBNs than in PRMs (in LBNs we an simplyuse the normal lauses in B).LBNs are also more expressive than PRMs. PRMs do not have funtor sym-bols. Funtor symbols are needed to elegantly represent temporal proesses suhas Hidden Markov Models, or more generally, to represent reursive onepts.For a further disussion we refer to the remarks on reursion and PRMs in [38℄.Also, PRMs have no onept of negation. One appliation of negation is dealingwith exeptions, e.g. expressing that a student has a grade for a ourse if he wastaking that ourse unless he was absent on the exam. This annot be expresseddiretly in PRMs. We further disuss negation in Setion 3.2.3.2 Bayesian Logi ProgramsIntrodution Bayesian Logi Programs (BLPs) ombine Bayesian networkswith de�nite Logi Programming. BLPs were de�ned in [23, 24, 22, 25℄. Reently,a modi�ed de�nition has been given in [10, 28℄. We now disuss the original (andprobably best known) de�nition. We ome to the new de�nition later on in thissetion.The ore of a BLP is a set of Bayesian lauses. An example of suh a lauseis:grade(S,C) | iq(S), diff(C), takes(S,C).All prediates in BLPs are `Bayesian' prediates having an assoiated range (likeprobabilisti prediates in LBNs). Ground atoms represent random variables.The semantis of a BLP is that it indues a Bayesian network. The randomvariables are the ground atoms in the least Herbrand model LH of the set ofBayesian lauses (treating these lauses as pure logial lauses). The groundinstanes of the Bayesian lauses enode direted edges: there is an edge fromVparent 2 LH to Vhild 2 LH i� Vparent is in the body of a ground instane withVhild in the head. As a quantitative omponent BLPs use CPDs and ombiningrules. Algorithms for learning the Bayesian lauses and the CPDs have beendeveloped [24, 22, 25℄.To model our running example with a BLP, we need the following Bayesianlauses (student=1, ourse=1, takes=2, iq=1, ranking=1, di� =1 and grade=2 areall Bayesian prediates):iq(S) | student(S).ranking(S) | student(S).diff(C) | ourse(C).grade(S,C) | takes(S,C).grade(S,C) | iq(S), diff(C), takes(S,C).ranking(S) | grade(S,C), takes(S,C).student(john). student(pete).ourse(ai). ourse(db).takes(john,ai). takes(john,db). takes(pete,ai).



9The �rst four lauses are essentially needed to speify the random variables, the�fth and the sixth lause to speify the dependenies3 and the Bayesian groundfats to speify the domain of disourse.Disussion The most important di�erene between BLPs as de�ned above andLBNs is that BLPs do not have standard logial prediates. In the philosophyof BLPs logial prediates are a speial kind of Bayesian prediates with rangeftrue,falseg. This leads to a number of problems from a knowledge representationpoint of view:1. Compared to the Bayesian network indued by a LBN or PRM, the networkindued by a BLP typially ontains more nodes and, as a onsequene, hasCPDs that annot be �lled in meaningfully. The reason is that for instanestudent(john). in the above BLP is not a logial fat stating that john is astudent, but a Bayesian fat stating that student(john) is a random variable(with an assoiated CPD whih we do not show here). The Bayesian networkindued by the above BLP is shown in Figure 3a (only partially beause ofspae restritions). As a referene, Figure 3b shows the orresponding partof the Bayesian network indued by a LBN (this is a fragment of Figure 1).Note that network indued by the LBN does not ontain e.g. student(john)as a random variable.a) student(john)iq(john) takes(john,ai)grade(john,ai) ourse(ai)di�(ai)b) iq(john) grade(john,ai) di�(ai)Fig. 3. Part of the struture of the Bayesian network indued for the running examplea) by a BLP, b) by a LBN. The former typially ontains more nodes than the latter.In the network of Figure 3b (for LBNs), the node iq(john) needs a CPDthat is unonditioned, for example the following table:p(iq(john))low: 0.4 high: 0.6In the network of Figure 3a (for BLPs), the node iq(john) needs a CPD thatis onditioned on student(john), for example the following table:student(john) p(iq(john)jstudent(john))true low: 0.4 high: 0.6false ?3 In the lause grade(S,C) | iq(S), diff(C), takes(S,C)., the atom takes(S,C)is needed to ensure that grade(S;C) is a random variable only if S takes C.



10 The problem here is that no meaningful probability distribution an be�lled in for the ase where student(john) is false (the question mark). Thereason is that in our example we wanted to model that something has aniq only if it is a student. So if student(john) is false, the random variableiq(john) is meaningless and should not even exist. The same problem ap-pears when trying to speify a CPD for the dependene of di�(ai) onditionedon ourse(ai) and also for grade(john; ai) onditioned on takes(john; ai).To summarize, the Bayesian networks indued by BLPs ontain CPDs thatannot be �lled in meaningfully while for LBNs (or PRMs) this problemdoes not exist.One might think that the approah taken by BLPs is `more general' than theapproah taken by LBNs in that BLPs allow knowledge about the student=1prediate to be non-deterministi and LBNs do not. This is wrong, however.LBNs leave the user the freedom to deide for eah appliation whih pre-diates should be logial and whih probabilisti. As suh the user ouldfor instane deide to make student=1 a probabilisti prediate if needed,aepting the above problems with meaningless entries in CPDs (essentially,the same approah is taken by PRMs with strutural unertainty [15, 14,16℄). Our point, however, is that if student=1 is deterministi we an makeit a logial prediate in LBNs, avoiding the above problems. In BLPs, this isnot possible sine it has been deided by design that all prediates are pro-babilisti. In other words, in BLPs we annot express the fat that ertainknowledge is deterministi, while in LBNs we an.As a more pratial side-remark, note that larger CPDs typially result inslower inferene [7℄. As suh, inferene in networks indued by BLPs is ex-peted to be slower than for LBNs or PRMs.2. Sine BLPs do not have logial atoms, no negated atoms are allowed. Oneof the possible appliations of negation is default reasoning (dealing withexeptions [6℄). For instane, suppose we want to express that a student hasa grade for a ourse if he was taking that ourse unless he was absent onthe exam (being absent is onsidered as an exeption). In LBNs, we wouldsimply write:random(grade(S,C)) <- takes(S,C), not(absent(S,C)).In BLPs, however, we annot express this sine no negated atoms are allowed.Note that the above form of negation, whih annot be aptured by BLPs,is non-monotoni negation [1℄. Classial negation, in ontrast, an be simu-lated by BLPs inside the CPDs [23℄. For instane, to model that someoneis male if and only if he is not female, we an write a Bayesian lausemale(X) | female(X) with the following CPD:female(X) p(male(X)jfemale(X))true true: 0.0 false: 1.0false true: 1.0 false: 0.03. In addition to the previous remarks (but less important beause somewhatsubjetive), it is more diÆult to read and write lauses in a BLP thanlauses in a LBN. This is beause lauses in a BLP have a double meaning:



11{ They should be seen as a de�nite logi program to �nd the randomvariables in the Bayesian network (through the least Herbrand model).In this reading, eah atom in eah lause should be seen as a standardlogial atom.{ At the same time they should be seen as statements about onditional de-pendenies between random variables. In this reading, eah atom shouldbe seen as a random variable (or set of random variables).This is not the ase in LBNs. First, eah lause is either a random variabledelaration or a onditional dependeny lause. Seond, eah atom in eahlause is either a standard logial atom or a random variable. Moreover, bothdistintions are learly visible in the syntax of LBNs.BLPs Rede�ned The above problems are all aused by the fat that BLPsas de�ned originally [23, 24, 22, 25℄ do not have standard logial prediates.BLPs have reently been rede�ned [10, 28℄ and now indeed distinguish logialprediates and Bayesian prediates. In the new de�nition only ground Bayesianatoms (in the least Herbrand model of the BLP) beome random variables in theindued Bayesian network. Ground logial atoms are kept out of the network.This is also the way BLPs are implemented [28℄.Note, that at the time LBNs were �rst published [12℄, all literature aboutBLPs [23, 24, 22, 25℄ still used the original de�nition, i.e. the one without thisdistintion. Also, the `new' literature about BLPs [10, 28℄ does not give anyreasons why this rede�nition is needed (in fat, it does not even mention that itis di�erent from the original de�nition). In our disussion above we tried to showthese reasons by expliitly pointing out the problems with the original de�nition.As suh this paper an ontribute to the understanding of BLPs.This rede�nition obviously brings BLPs loser to LBNs. The main remainingdi�erene is that LBNs use one set of lauses to speify the random variables inthe Bayesian network and a separate set of lauses to speify the direted edges,whereas BLPs use the same set of lauses for both purposes. While this mightmake LBNs slightly easier to read than BLPs (espeially for people aquaintedwith PRMs), it is not an essential di�erene.3.3 Other Probabilisti Logial ModelsA variety of probabilisti logial models has been desribed in the literature (seethe overview by Kersting and De Raedt [26℄). On a high level, these models anbe divided into two lasses.Models of the �rst lass ombine Bayesian networks with logi and mainlyfollow the knowledge based model onstrution approah. We already disussedLBNs, Probabilisti Relational Models and Bayesian Logi Programs. Someothers models of this lass are Relational Bayesian Networks [19℄, Probabilis-ti Logi Programs (also known as Context-Sensitive Probabilisti KnowledgeBases) [33℄, MIA (the `meta-interpreter approah', whih is the origin of someideas inorporated in LBNs) [4℄, CLP(BN ) [38℄, Hierarhial Bayesian Net-works [17℄ and Markov Logi Networks [11, 36℄ (the latter are based on Markov
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